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Mobile Content for ComedyCentral.com: Real users send in their questions, Uncle Louie’s
astrologers answer.
http://m.comedycentral.com/crystalquestion.rbml?cbpage_astrologer=9&

Ask the Astrologer (Uncle Louie), 2010/09/09

Q: Will I be successful in following my dreams? - Malkia

A:  Dear Malkia,

Absolutely, you will; if you want to be the first brain surgeon to accept an Oscar from
outer space, you go right ahead -- the planets are real supportive of that kinda show-
boatin’. But if you’re talking about following your actual dreams, I’m gonna go ahead
an’ say fuggedabbiddit. An old friend of mine, Rocco Rizzimini, he used to try an’
reenact his dreams -- literally. He once tried to fly off the top of his house, another time
tried to bake himself into a pumpkin pie, and once he came to work in women’s
underwear. Those, Malkia, are not the kinda dreams you need to follow. Listen to your
heart, honey, your heart will guide you. Again: not literally.  I had a dream like that once,
and -- mama mia. My heart is a first-class a-hole when it’s drunk.

Buona fortuna, Uncle Louie

Ask the Astrologer (P-Perp), 2010/06/08

Q:  will the chaos of greece spread west into the u.s.? i need to know if i'll need to buy a
trailer in the woods. - tina

A:  Tina – Waddap, Gurrrrl! Yo man P-Perp holla’in atchoo with the furreal scoop on
what’s goin’ down in the world today.

Listen up, sho’ty:  You go GET yo’self that trailer in the woods, but lemme tell you why.
BECAUSE IT WOULD BE AN ILL PLACE FOR A PARTY, DAWG! By the year
2024, scientists and rappers will finally be working side-by-sizide to develop a top-secret
jiggavirus that makes anyone who gets it unable to not shake they bombbomb. Before
that shiz is ready to go, some bio-terrorists get a hold on it, try to unleash it on the U.S.
populace, right, and the result is a 24-hour non-stop party in the U.S. of A. But the
jiggavirus works better’n anyone thought: people be so busy gettin’ bizzy, they quit they
hatin’ and criminality and just love on one another. Plus, it doubles as a vaccine for
hangovers. Check it:

“Bombers got the party bug,
they tryin’ to front, yo,
The only thing they blowin’ up
is me on my cell pho’.”



Peace in the Middle Eas’ till I finish my lease, P-Perp

Ask the Astrologer (Suzanne), 8/23/2010

Q:  which came first the chicken or the egg?- joseph hoffman

A:  Hi-ho, Joseph Hoffman, and thank you so much for your question. Such a good one,
yet one that nobody seems to ask anymore, in this synthetic egg/zombie chicken world
we live in. Sigh! You must be a Virgo cusp, Joseph Hoffman, to ask such a question. :D
Let your curiosity not go unrewarded!!!!

The truth to this age-old question is actually quite simple: the chicken and the egg
originally came about at the SAME TIME, at the first beginning of the universe when all
the things that have ever been and ever will be were at the center of the Universe
together, floating in the cosmos, for either a minute or a millenia (as Time itself was also
among the group of things floating there), waiting around for Labeling and Ordering.
We’re talkin’ wing-backed chairs, smoothies, 8-tracks, pitcher plants, Xxipl00ndlz (a
very cool and totally convenient household device from the 17th dimension, which is sort
of like a Cuisinart that breathes helium) -- everything was there.

As the things floated patiently, proto-chicken and proto-egg began discussing who
between them should get to be Labeled and Ordered first, (telepathically, of course) and
they came up with a plan. They would go together: the chicken would enter the egg... or
was it that the egg would enter the chicken... They couldn’t agree, tried to do both
simultaneously, and the confusion that ensued sparked a catastrophic event now called
the Big Bang – aka, the second Beginning of the Universe.

So there you have it, Joseph Hoffman: yours truly is the most age-old question in the universe –
well done! Until next “time,” be well, and keep those questions coming!

Grins, Suzanne

Ask the Astrologer (short answers), 2010/03/13

Uncle Louie here, dear readers, reminding you that we here at Uncle Louie’s Crystal
Balls wish we could answer all of your astrological queries, 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Alas: when the planets speak, they do not tell all. In fact, we couldn’t really handle
it if they told any more than they do, ‘cause once they get going, they can literally go on
forever.

Here’s what they’ve said about your questions lately. We’ll spare you their thoughts on
comparing fabric softeners.



Q: will i have my baby boy soon? --lee

A: Yes. Give it 0-9 months. Hopefully you’ll know which end of the spectrum to aim for.

Q: Is the guy im with telling me nothing but lies? -- candi

A: Candi, probably not “nothing but,” but if you have to ask...well he probably isn’t
tellin’ the whole truth and nothin’ but the truth, now is he? And don’t you deserve the
truth, so help you Gawd?

Q: will i ever be successful with a family –ladonna

A: Yes. It’s just a matter of finding a whole family that uses the same business model as
you do.

Q: can i be an astrologer? -jon w

A: Signs indicate that you can, Jon, but ask the planets just to be sure.

Q: will i be a good mom in the future.? -Sweetart

A: Sweetheart, everyone is a good mom in the future. Because if you’re not, you can just
purchase a SYNTHLOVE X-920ß to be a good mom for you.


